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DISCLAIMER:
THE PURPOSE OF THE GREATER PHILADELPHIA REGIONAL CLEANSHEET IS TO PROVIDE A WRITTEN MESSAGE OF RECOVERY AND TO BUILD
NA UNITY THROUGH COMMUNICATIONS. THE VIEWS EXPRESSED OR EVEN IMPLIED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT NA AS A WHOLE OR
OUR REGION. THE PUBLICATION OF ANY ARTICLE DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT BY NA OR THE GREATER PHILADELPHIA REGION.
REPRINT RIGHTS GRANTED TO ALL SERVICE COMMITTEES.

The Rundown CAR season is upon us! The Conference Agenda Report
(CAR) became available… • In English by November 29, 2017 • Translated by December 29, 2017 Includes 25 regional motions, articles on
high interest topics, and a survey to gather members’ ideas about recovery lit, service material, and Issue Discussion Topics: www.na.org/
conference. Conference Approval Track materials available on or by
January 29, 2018, including budget, project plans, and 2018–2020 NA
World Services Strategic Plan. Upcoming web meetings Conference
Participants: November 18, 2017, 11:00 am PST Inmate Step Writing:
January 10, 3:30 PST Public Relations: January 11, 4:00 pm PST
Zonal FD/PR: January 20, 10:00 am PST Visit www.na.org/webinar
for more information. Hot off the press! In English: • Line-numbered
Basic Text • 2018 JFT Calendar In Danish: • The NA Step Working
Guides • Intro Guide (revised to the Basic Text 6th Edition) In Farsi: •
Guiding Principles: The Spirit of Our Traditions Papiamento • Welcome thru Multi-Year Keytags Share this. With members. With ASCs.
With RSCs. e-sub to NAWS News and The NA Way www.na.org/
subscribe World Service Conference April 29– May 5, 2018 July 2018
price increase adjusted downward from 7.5% to 6% on everything except the Basic Text, which will be increased 5%. Read about the recommended increase and this adjustment on page 7. WCNA 37: August
30,–September 2, 2018 Celebrate Recovery in Orlando, Florida!
Learn more, register, and book your hotel: www.na.org/wcna
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Conceptually Speaking
(A look at the 12th Concept)



Cleansheet Anniversaries
(For our Areas & Groups)



Convention part 2 interview



Events



How to submit articles,
poems etc for the Re-

RSC Clean-Sheet
Editorial Staff
Keith F.
Germaine T.
Greg B.
Review Staff
Mark M. (Inner City Area)
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A new IP Mental Health/Mental Illness will be voted on at the WSC 2018. Submission deadline has passed but your input
is welcomed and still encouraged for this project. Please send information to: worldboard@na.org.



Convention and Events toolbox is a project still in the works. If you have Convention and Events experience your input
would be valued and appreciated contact the following to find out web meeting schedules and how to get involved convention@na.org.



Daily Meditation Book Project has 2 options on the table to be considered. Option one is a Daily meditation book that
focuses on a different spiritual principle each day. Option two is a Daily Meditation book that focuses on Living Clean.
The time frame for input has passed for this particular project but your thoughts, concerns and input is still valued.
Email:worldboard@na.org with any input

World Board Meetings
 6-9 December 2017
 21-24 February 2018
 27-30 June 2018
 28 November-1 December 2018
29 April-5 May 2018, World Service Conference
30 August-2 September 2018, World Convention
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ICA=INNER CITY AREA, DA=DOWNTOWN AREA, NWA=NORTHWEST AREA, WSW=WEST/SOUTHWEST AREA, POF=PYRAMID
OF FREEDOM AREA, CA=CLAEN ACRES AREA, DELCO=DELAWARE COUNTY AREA, SPA=SOUTH PHILLY AREA, GCA=GREATER
CAMDEN AREA, SVA=SCHUYLKILL VALEY AREA, PA=PHILADELPHIA AREA

December:
South Philly Area 25 years
Dream is Alive Group of NA (ICA) 27 years, A Gift of Surrender Group of NA (ICA) 25 years,
Center City Group of NA (DA) 43 years, Free at Last Group of NA (CA) 31yrs,
Commitment to Recovery Group of NA (POF) 28 yrs, Roxborough Group (SVA) 11yrs
Recovery Down the Bottom Group of NA (WSW) 5yrs NA Group of Na Group (DELCO) 13 yrs
We’covery in Eddystone Group of NA (DELCO) Message of Hope Group of NA (CA) 9yrs
Living Life on Life’s Terms Group of NA (SVA) 27 yrs Freedom on 4th Group of NA (DA) 16yrs
JANUARY:
Another Chance at Life Group of NA (WSW) 25 yrs Changing Lanes Group of NA (ICA) 15 yrs
Concepts of Truth Group of NA (SPA) 27 yrs Easy Does it Group of NA (DELCO) 28 yrs
Freedom with No Limits Group of NA (SPA) 6 yrs Freedom with No Limits Group of NA (WSW) 9yrs
Recovery on the Hill Group of NA (CA) 25yrs Germantown Group of NA (NWA) 44yrs
Page 87 Group of NA (DELCO) 5yrs Step Working Guide Group of NA (ICA) 9yrs
TIME Group of NA (POF) 28yrs Tough Group of NA (WSW) 29yrs
Hanging Tough Group of NA(ICA) 33yrs
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Twelfth Concept:
In keeping with the spiritual nature of Narcotics Anonymous, our structure should always be one of service,
never of government.
Selfless service is an essentially spiritual endeavor. Our Twelfth Step says, in part, that “having
had a spiritual awakening,” we individually “tried to carry this message to addicts.” Our collective
service efforts arise from that same spiritual foundation. Having experienced the results of this
program in our own lives, we join together to carry the recovery message farther than we could
individually. NA service is not about forcing our will or our ideas on others; rather, it is about
humbly serving them, without expectation of reward. This principle underlies all we do in our
groups, service boards, and committees. The Twelfth Concept reminds us that we ourselves have
experienced recovery only because others put this selfless principle into action before us, taking
the time and the care to carry the NA message to us when we were still suffering from active addiction. In service, we express our gratitude for the recovery others have shared with us by carrying ours to others. Nothing could be further from the drive to rule or direct than this spirit of selfless service. Our groups were created because we found that, alone, we could not “stop using
drugs, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live.” In the same way, our groups have joined
together to create a service structure, a cooperative effort designed to help them carry the message further than they could carry it separately. The service structure has not been created as a way
for some groups to force others to do their bidding. Rather, it has been developed to combine the
strength of our groups to better fulfill necessary services which usually cannot be fulfilled well, if
at all, by individual groups: developing and distributing materials that share our message in print,
providing information about NA to the general public, transmitting our message to addicts who
cannot attend meetings, and supporting new groups and new NA communities. NA service is the
cooperative effort of trusted servants receiving guidance from the groups, not a rule enforced by a
governing body. The process of joining together to create the service structure is an expression of
our groups’ humility. Separately, they can do far, far less to fulfill our fellowship’s primary purpose
than they can do together. In the same way, the various elements of our service structure each play
their own particular role in the broader Narcotics Anonymous service plan. All the elements depend on all the others for their effectiveness; when any one element attempts to act as an agency of
government, rather than a vehicle for service, it strains the ties that bind us all together, threatening our fellowship’s overall effectiveness in fulfilling its primary purpose. Humility is an essential
attribute of nongoverning service in Narcotics Anonymous. In order to serve well, each element of
our service structure must make an earnest effort at effective communication. As groups, as
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trusted servants, as service boards and committees, we must share fully with others, and listen carefully and respectfully to their words to us. Others may use language to divide the strength of their
opponents, so that they may rule them; in NA service, we share with one another so that we may
combine our strength, the better to fulfill our fellowship’s primary purpose. To maintain our accountability to those we serve, we are bound to inform them in a complete, accurate, and concise
fashion of our activities. The nongoverning nature of our service structure dictates that we seek others’ advice in our own decisions, their consent in decisions affecting them, and their cooperation in
decisions affecting us all. Open, honest, and straightforward communication nurtures the spirit of
service in our fellowship, and poisons the impulse to govern. The kind of authority that our groups
have delegated to our boards and committees is the authority to serve, not to govern. Each element
of our service structure, from the group to the world, has its own role to play; all, however, serve
together as a team, striving toward a common goal, “that no addict seeking recovery need die without having the chance to find a new way of life.” It is our sometimes hard-won experience that quality service, just like quality recovery, can only be accomplished in an atmosphere of mutual respect,
mutual support, and mutual trust. Together, we recover, and together, we serve—this is the spiritual core of our program, the foundation of our fellowship. A structure based on that foundation
could only be one of service, never of government.
Reflecting on the 12th Concept
Although the main spiritual principle in this concept is service we must still stand on honesty, acceptance, surrender, hope, commitment, faith, courage, willingness, humility, unconditional love,
patience, compassion, consideration, tolerance, trust, unity, gratitude and all of the other spiritual
principles that we have gained working through the step process. When we apply all of these principles we truly gain a more through understanding of the importance of selfless service. Do we serve
to get recognition from our peers or do we serve because we understand the depth of service and
freely give ourselves to service to help cultivate a growing fellowship.
Within the context of the Twelve Concepts, as a body, this concept serves much the same function
as Tradition Twelve does in the context of the other traditions. The Twelfth Concept brings our consideration of concepts for NA service back to the spiritual root of selfless service. A structure based
on that foundation could only be one of service, never of government.
Study and discussion questions
1. What is the difference between service and government?
2. The difference between a governing organization and a service organization is often not of structure but of spiritual foundation and purpose. What is it about NA’s primary purpose and its spiritual
identity that says “our structure should always be one of service, never of government”?
3. The essay on the Twelfth Concept talks about how gratitude, humility, communication, and selflessness help our structure remain “one of service, never of government.” Discuss these things.
4. Discuss how the Twelfth Concept applies to each of the eleven other concepts.
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NEO RMYPIAR SPUROPE ______________________________
(5TH TRADITION)
DENORES_______________________
(6TH TRADITION)
GRANOZDIE_________________________
(9TH TRADITION)
LREWSEOSP____________________________________
(1ST STEP)
GELTEAED________________________________
(3RD CONCEPT)
VIRCESE______________________________
(9TH TRADITION)
NIPONOI_____________________________
(10TH TRADITION)
YTYIMNOAN__________________________
(12TH TRADITION)
DERAEHIPSL__________________________
(4TH CONCEPT)
ETIRENYL_______________________
(6TH STEP)
ESDREI_____________________
(3RD TRADITION)
EHRSIPEBMM___________________________
(3RD TRADITION)
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Sunday, December 10, 2017
Time: 10:00 AM EVENT:

25TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY

Host: A Gift of Surrender Group of NA Facility: Life Center - Eastern Delaware
Address: 6310 Market St, Upper Darby, PA 19082
Monday, December 11, 2017 7:00pm (doors open @ 6:30pm)
Event: 2 Year Anniversary When at the End of the Road group of NA 1232 Tasker Street (South)
St. John’s Baptist Church (!9148) ***FOOD,FUN & FELLOWSHIP***
Tuesday December 12, 2017 7:30
Event: 5th Year Anniversary Together We Recover group of NA 4435 Almond Street (Lower N.E.)
St. John Cantius Convent (19137) Food, Fun & Fellowship
Saturday December 16, 2017 12:00pm-6:00pm
Event: Celebration and Anniversary Marathon Freedom with No Limits Group of NA
First African Presbyterian Church 4159 W Girard Ave, (West) Philadelphia, PA 19104
Sunday December 17, 2017 10:00am to 12:00pm
Event: 31st Anniversary New Beginnings Group of NA
William Way Community Center (Center City) 1315 Spruce Street
Monday December 25, 2017 10:00am to 10:00pm
Event: 12 Hour Marathon hosted by Shopping for Recovery & Recovery on Haverford Groups of NA
1323 N. 52nd (West/Southwest) Bible Way Baptist Church/Basement
Sunday December 31, 2017 9:00pm to 1:00am
Event: New Year’s Eve Masquerade Extravaganza Westside Community Center
430 Hannum Ave, West Chester, Pa 19382
Information: $7 Donation * Child Care Available * Clean Time Countdown at 12:00 Midnight * Food
* Fellowship * Music * Fun * Newcomer Packages Available Upon Need & Request
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During our Regional Convention I had the opportunity to speak with 2 new comers that attended our Convention. Amanda S. from Dallas, Tx and Marquis J.
from Philadelphia. Amanda S. had 19 days the Friday of our convention while
Marquis J. celebrated 6 months on the Friday of our convention. They both allowed me to record an interview with each of them in regards to their own personal experience as newcomers to their very first NA Convention. This is Part
two with Marquis J.
Q: What was the first thing that you noticed when you arrived at the Convention?
A: Love. There just seemed to be an aura of love that just felt real coming from
everyone.
Q: What was you favorite event or activity at the Convention?
A: I really enjoyed eating. I don’t remember the last time that I had eaten until I
was beyond full.
Q: Would you recommend the Philadelphia Regional Convention to others who
may have never come to our Conventions before?
A: No doubt. The people were real genuine and so sincere. I really enjoyed feeling the love and seeing the unity.
After doing these interviews with the two people that attended our Convention it
became more evident that regardless of the behind the scene stuff that goes on
it is so important to remember that our Conventions aren’t about show, it’s a
celebration and we all have the right to recover but as experienced members we
are charged with the responsibility of carrying our message even on days we
don’t want to or simply just don’t feel like carrying a message. I was reminded
that newcomers pay attention to their surroundings and have the right to feel the
same love that we felt upon our arrival. I was able to reflect on the importance of
our Convention and not the cost. In NA we have the innate ability to focus on
Impact the way that our literature has been drawn up for us. We should be
proud of the positive impact that we made on these two newcomers. We all set
the tone for positive feedback with our interactions with the newer members.
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CleanSheet Newsletter Readers:
If you would like to see a NA news item, story, etc. in The Regional CleanSheet, please feel free to fill out the release form
and submit it to Greater Philadelphia Regional Service Office 150 Monument Rd Suite 207-0026 Bala Cynwyd, PA
19004 Attn: CleanSheet Committee. You may also email us your articles or submissions to rsc.cleansheet@gmail.com. We
will also accept hand delivery of articles at our Regional Subcommittee Meetings which are held the 1 st Saturday of the
month from 11:00am to 1:00pm at Roxborough Memorial Hospital 5800 Ridge Avenue Phila, Pa 19128 (Auditorium)

RELEASE FORM
I hereby give the Narcotics Anonymous newsletter, The GPR CleanSheet, their successors, assigns and those acting on their
authority permission to publish the attached original article(s), or other written materials pertaining to my personal experiences with or opinions about the N.A. Fellowship or program. I understand that my written material may be edited. I further understand that every effort will be made to ensure my anonymity. I possess full legal capacity to exercise this authority and hereby release The Regional CleanSheet and Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship and its service boards and committees from claim by myself, my successors and/or assigns.

Signature (first name last initial) _____________________________________________
Date ___/___/___
*The GPR CleanSheet is published by the GPR Newsletter Committee. All articles contained herein are the opinions of
N.A. members, and are not necessarily those of N.A. as a whole.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Cut here)

215-NA-WORKS

FIND A
MEETING

HELP IS A
CALL AWAY

